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LINT FRGM A CONDENEEEER 
Arvel L. Vandergriti, (Jolurnhus, Ga, assignor to Lum 
mus Cotton Gin Company, a corporation at Georgia 

Filed Nov. 21, 1958, Ser. No. 775,549 
210 (Ilaims. (Cl. 19-402) 

This invention relates to a process and apparatus for 
removing lint from a condenser and has for an object 
the provision of improved means for removing loose lint 
from the condenser in a continuous and uniform manner, 
whereby the lint thus removed, after passing through an 
auxiliary condenser, is in the form of a uniform bat. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a process 

and apparatus for removing lint cottom from a condenser 
by the use of a suction pick-up manifold, whereby the 
lint is removed in a continuous, loose condition. 
A more speci?c object of my invention is to provide 

a process and apparatus of the character designated which 
shall produce a uniform bat which may be fed directly 
into a lint cleaner without choking the feed works of 
the lint cleaner, thus permitting the lint cleanerto operate 
at its maximum cleaning and combing ef‘?ciency. 
Another object of my invention is to provide a process 

and apparatus for removing lint cotton from a condenser 
by the use of a suction pick-up manifold in which there 
is a negative pressure differential within the manifold 
relative to the inside of the condenser housing, thus re 
moving the lint while it is in a loose condition and well 
ahead of the usual location of the do?ing rolls. 

Heretofore in the art to which my invention relates, 
various forms of apparatus have been devised for de 
livering lint to a lint cleaner or lint comber. For ex 
ample, lint =cotton has been processed by allowing the 
bat of lint to pass through the usual do?ing rollers of 
the battery condenser and then passing it directly to the 
lint cleaner or through a bat separator or disintegrator 
in order to get it into condition: to properly hat on the 
screen of the condenser over the lint comber. As is Well 
known, many of the ‘battery condensers deliver a bat 
which contains thick and thin areas and sometimes even 
heavy rolls of lint are delivered. Such rolls or wads of 
lint cause choking in the feed Works of the lint‘ cleaner, 
thus preventing the lint cleaner from operating e?iciently. 
To overcome the above and other di?iculties, I intro 

duce lint continuously into the housing of the battery 
condenser while withdrawing air continuously from the 
condenser housing. Air is continuously withdrawn from 
the condenser housing through a suction pick-up mani 
fold which communicates with the condenser housing 
in position to remove loose lint therefrom. A negative 
pressure di?’erential is maintained within the suction pick 
up manifold relative to the inside of the condenser hous 
ing whereby the loose lint is removed continuously 
through the suction pick-up manifold where it is trans 
ferred to the condenser for the lint cleaner or comber. 

Apparatus embodying features of my invention is illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, forming a part of 
this application, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an elevational view, partly broken away and 
in section; 

PEG. 2 is an enlarged fragmental sectional view show 
ing the condenser drum and housing and the suction pick 
up manifold associated therewith; 
FIG. 3 is a fragmental sectional view taken generally 

along the line 3‘—3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmental view taken generally 

along the line 4-4 of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is an elevational view, partly broken away and 

in section, showing a modi?ed form of my invention in 
which the lint from the lint cleaner is returned to the bat 
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tery condenser from which it was originally removed; 
and, ’ 

FIG. 6 is an elevational view, partly broken away and 
in section, showing a further modi?ed form of .my in 
vention in which the condenser drum rotates in a direc 
tion reverse to that shown in FIGS. l-S, the lint thus 
being removed at a position beneath the condenser, drum. 

Referring now to the drawings for a better understand 
ing of my invention, and more particularly to FIGS. 1-4, 
I show a ‘battery condenser 10 having a condenser drum 
11 which is incased by a condenser housing 12. The con 
denser drum is covered with a screen 13 and air is with 
drawn from the interior of the drum 11 in the usual 
manner. The lint cottom is introduced into the con 
denser housing 12 through an inlet 14. 
The battery condenser It) may be provided with the 

usual dof?ng rollers 16 which are positioned adjacent the 
down-going side of the condenser drum 11. ' Where the 
dof?ng rolls 16 are employed, the lint cotton is dotted 
into the lint slide, indicated generally at 17. 
The apparatus just described may be' a conventional 

type battery condenser. In order to continuously remove 
the line cotton from the battery condenser While it is 
in a loose condition, I mount a suction pick-up manifold 
18 above the upper portion of the condenser drum 11. 
That is, the suction pick-up manifold 18 communicates 
with the upper portion of the condenser housing 12 where 
by lint may be removed from the condenser housing 12 
through the suction pick-up manifold. 
A suitable conduit 19 connects the suction pick-up 

manifold 18 to an auxiliary condenser 21 which is 
mounted over a lint comber or cleaner 22. The cleaned 
lint cotton discharged from the lint cleaner 22 passes 
through a conduit 23 to a condenser ‘24 where it is dis 
charged into the lint slide 17. 

In order to withdraw the loose-lint from the condenser 
housing 12 through the suction pick-up manifold 18, I 
maintain a pressure differential of approximately 2 inches 
negative pressure on the water gauge within the suction 
pick-up manifold relative to the inside of the condenser 
housing 12. This pressure differential is provided through 
a suitable fan or blower 26 mounted in the discharge end 
of the auxiliary condenser 21. In removing the lint 
directly from the battery condenser 10, I remove with 
the lint approximately 4,000 cubic feet of air per minute. 
The remaining volume of air coming from the gins to the 
condenser discharges through the battery condenser screen 
13 and the discharge duct for the’ condenser screen in 
the usual manner. As is well understood, the volume 
of air going into the battery condenser varies with the 
number of gin stands and the type of saw dof?ng mecha 
nism emplo‘ ed in the gin stands. This volume of air 
usually varies from 1,500 cubic feet per minute per gin 
to approximately 5,500 cubic feet per minute per gin. 
In normal practice, the number of gin stands usually 
varies from 2 to 6 and in some cases 7 gins per battery. 
The suction pick-up manifold is located an angular 

distance of from approximately 75° to 135° from the 
do?ing rollers’ 16. As is well known in the art, the posi 
tion of the do?‘ing rollers 16 along the down-going side 
of the condenser drum 11 may be varied. Preferably, 
the suction pick-up manifold is located an angular dis 
tance of approximately 45° to 135° ‘from the horizontal, ' 
as viewed from the direction of rotation of the condenser 
drum 11. 

Hingedly supported adjacent the side of the suction 
pick-up manifold 18 which is nearest the lint inlet 14 
for the battery condenser as a battle member 27, which 
may be in the form of an elongated plate. Hingedly 
supported adjacent the other side of the suction pick-up 
manifold 13, on the side thereof adjacent the dof?ng 
rolls 16, is abaflle member 28 whichtis constructed and 
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arranged to engage the condenser drum 11, as shown in 
FIGS. 1 and 2. Secured to the free end of the battle 
member 28 is a light strip of rubber ?ashing 29 which 
forms a seal between the baille member 28 and the screen 
13 of the condenser drum. in actual practice, I have 
found that a satisfactory arrangement is provided by 
providing a battle member 27 which extends to within 
approximately 5 inches of the screen 13 and is spaced 
approximately 5 inches from the ba?ie member 28. The 
ba?le members 27 and 23, when in the position shown 
in FIGS. 1 and 2, serve as a suction pick-up nozzle for 
introducing the loose lint into the suction pick-up mani 
fold 13. 

Each hinge for the ba?le members 27 and 28 is pref 
erably in the form of a shaft 31 which extends through 
a series of cylindrical members carried by the housing 
12 and the batlle member 27 or 28, as the case may be, 
to form a suitable hinge as shown in FIG. 3. To adjust 
the angular position of each of the battle members 27 
and 23, an arm 32 may be secured non-rotatably to the 
shaft 31 outwardly of the condenser housing 12, as shown 
in FIGS. 3 and 4. The arm 32 extends beneath an arcuate 
bracket 33 having an arcuate slot 34 therein. Projecting 
outwardly from the free end of the arm 32 is a threaded 
member 36. Threadedly engaging the member 36 out 
wardly of the arcuate member 33 is a wing nut 37 which 
holds the arm 32 in selected angular positions relative 
to the housing 12. By locating the ba?le member 27 and 
28 whereby their lower ends are swung forward and up 
ward against the under surface of the condenser housing 
12, the loose lint is free to by-pass the suction pieloup 
manifold 18. That is, by deenergizing the fan 26 or 
cutting o? the pick-up air through the suction pick-up 
manifold 18 and moving the battle members to their 
uppermost positions adjacent the under surface of the 
condenser housing 12, the lint cotton will remain on the 
screen and be dotfed by the doffing rolls. 
From the foregoing description, the operation of my 

improved apparatus shown in FIGS. 1 to 4 and the man 
ner of carrying out my improved process will be readily 
understood. The baffle members 27 and 28 are moved 
to their lowermost positions, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 
whereby the ?ashing member 29 at the free end of the 
ba?le member 23 engages the screen 13 of the condenser 
drum to form a seal therewith. The ba?ie member 27 
being spaced from the screen 13 de?nes with the baffle 
member 28 a suction pick-up nozzle for introducing the 
loose lint cotton into the suction pick-up manifold 13. 
The fan 26 is operated at a speed to maintain a negative 
pressure differential within the suction pick-up manifold . 
of approximately 2 inches negative pressure on the water 
gauge relative to the inside of the condenser housing 12. 
That is, the fan 26 is operated at a speed to remove 
approximately 4,000 cubic feet of air per minute through 
the suction pick-up manifold 18. The remaining volume 
of air introduced into the batter] condenser is removed 
through the condenser screen and discharge duct therefor 
in the usual manner. In view of the fact that the lint 
cotton on the condenser drum and entrained in the air is 
in a very loose condition before it passes through the 
suction pick-up manifold 18, much of the lint does not 
hat on the screen of the battery condenser but goes di 
rectly to the suction pick-up manifold 18, thereby con 
veying the cotton continuously through the condenser 21 
to the lint cleaner 22, whereby the lint is presented to the 
cleaner in a uniform bat. By introducing a uniform bat 
into the lint cleaner, more uniform cleaning is obtained 
as well as trouble-free operation of the cleaner. The in 
troduction of a uniform bat into the lint cleaner is very 
important where the operating capacities of the cleaner 
is from 3,060 pounds per hour to 6,000 pounds per hour. 
That is, where the battery condenser delivers a bat which 
contains thick and thin areas and sometimes heavy rolls 
or wads of cotton, the feed works of the lint cleaner are 
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choked, thereby preventing et?cient cleaning by the lint 
cleaner. 

If it is desired to by-pass the suction pick-up manifold 
18, the bathe members 27 and 28 are moved to their 
forward and uppermost position against the undersurfocc 
of the condenser housing 12 and are locked in this posi 
tion by the wing nuts 37. The pick-up air through the 
suction pick-up manifold is then cut off whereby the lint 
cotton remains on the drum 11 and is dor’ied by the 
dofiing rollers 16 in the usual manner. 

Referring now to FIG. 5 of the drawings, I show a 
modi?ed form of my invention in which the lint from the 
lint cleaner 22 is returned to the battery condenser, from 
which it was originally removed for lint cleaning, rather 
than transferring the cleaned lint to a supplemental con 
denser 24 over the lint slide 17. The lint is introduced 
into a battery condenser 1%5 having a condenser drum 
11?- which is incased by a condenser housing 12“. The 
condenser drum is covered with the usual screen 132‘ and 
the lint is introduced into the housing 1221 through an inlet 
conduit 14”‘. Suitable do?ing rollers 163 are positioned 
adjacent the downgoing side of the condenser drum 11“ 
in position to discharge the lint into a lint slide 178. 
A suction pick-up manifold 1311 is in communication 

with the housing 12a above the upper portion of the 
condenser drum 11“ whereby the lint may be removed 
from the condenser housing 12*‘. Communicating with 
the suction pick-up manifold 18a is one end of a conduit 
19a. The other end of the conduit 19”- is in communica 
tion with the auxiliary condenser 21 mounted over the 
lint comber or cleaner 22, as described hereinabove. 
The loose lint is withdrawn from the condenser housing 

12?- through the suction pick~up manifold 18“ by main 
taining a pressure differential of approximately two inches 
negative pressure on the water gauge within the suction 
pick-up manifold relative to the inside of the condenser 
housing 121*, as described hereinabove with reference to 
the apparatus shown in FIGS. 1-4. That is, the con 
struction and operation of the suction pick-up manifold 
18“ is substantially the same as the construction and 
operation or" the suction pick-up manifold 18. 

ingedly supported adjacent the side of the suction 
pick-up manifold 183 nearest the lint inlet 14“ is a ballle 
member 275 and hingedly supported adjacent the other 
side of the suction pick-up manifold 18*‘, on the side 
thereof adjacent the do?ing roll 16“, is a ba?le member 
288-. A light strip of rubber ?ashing 29a is attached to 
the free end of the ba?le member 289' in position to en 
gage the screen 132;‘ and provide a seal between the con 
denser drum 11a and the baffle member 28“. The ballle 
members 278 and 283 are constructed and arranged in 
substantially the same manner as the baffle members 27 
and 28 shown in FIGS. 1-4. That is, the baffle members 
2'78 and 28“, when in the position shown in FIG. 5, serve 
as a suction pick-up nozzle for introducing loose lint into 
the suction pick-up manifold 182‘. Also, the battle mem 
bers 27a and 28a are secured non-rotatahly to shaft mem 
bers 31 which are held in selected angular positions by 
the wing nut 37 which clamps the arm 32 to the arcuate 
member 33, as shown in FIG. 4 of the drawings. 

Communicating with the condenser housing 3123 be 
tween the doi’fing rollers 16*‘, or the discharge end thereof, 
and the ba?ie member 28a is an inlet duct 20 which com 
municates with conduit 23 which in turn is connected to 
the outlet of the lint cleaner 22, whereby the cleaned lint 
is returned to the battery condenser 12‘‘ where it is dotted 
by the dotting rollers 16a onto the lint slide 17“. Pref 
erably, the lint duct 2i) is positioned adjacent the ba?le 
member 28*‘, as shown in FIG. 5, whereby upon moving 
the ba?le mem "er 2%“ upwardly against the top of the 
condenser housing 12a the baille member closes the inlet 
duct 20, Also, when both baflle members 27a and 28“ 
are moved upwardly against the condenser housing, the 
lint bypasses the suction pick-up manifold 133 whereby it 
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moves around with the condenser drum 11B‘ and is dolfed 
by the dof?ng rollers 16a onto the lint slide 179-. 
With the ba?le members-27a and 28a in the position 

shown in FIG. 5, the lint is removed from the housing 
12a by the suction pick-up manifold 18a whereby it is 
transferred in a loose condition by conduit 19a to the 
auxiliary condenser 21. After passing through the lint 
cleaner 22, the lint is returned to the section‘ of the 
battery condenser screen 133' which is not used’ when the 
lint is withdrawn by the suction pick-up manifold 18“. 
The lint then moves with the screen 13a until it is dolfed 
by the do?‘ing rollers 16a onto the lint slide 171. By re 
turning the cleaned lint to the battery condenser housing 
12*‘, the supplemental condenser 24 is eliminated, thereby 
greatly reducing the over-all cost of the apparatus; 

Referring now to FIG. 6 of the drawings, I show a still 
further modi?ed form of my invention in which the con 
denser drum, indicated at 11*’, rotates in the reverse direc 
tion to that of the condenser drums shown in FIGS. 1-5. 
That is, the condenser drum rotates in a direction for the 
lint to be removed therefrom'onthe up-going side thereof. 
The'condenser drum 115 is incased by a condenser hous 
ing 12'“ having an inlet 145 for introducing lint into the 
housing. The condenser drum 11b is- covered with the 
usual screen 131’. Doi?ng rollers‘ 16b are positioned adja 
cent the up-going side of the condenser drum 11b in posi 
tion to discharge the lint into suitable handling apparatus, 
not shown. . 

A suction pick-up manifold 18” is in communication 
with the housing 12b adjacent the lower up-going side of 
the condenser drum 11b. Communicating with the suc 
tion pick-up manifold 18b is one end of a conduit 19b. 
The other end of the conduit 19b is‘ in communication 
with the auxiliary condenser 21 mounted over the lint 
comber or cleaner 22, as described hereinabove. 
The loose lint is withdrawn from the condenser hous 

ing 12*’ through the suction pick-up manifold 18b by main 
taining a pressure differential of approximately 2' inches 
negative pressure on the water gauge within’ the suction 
pick-up manifold relative to the inside of the condenser 
housing 121’, as described hereinabove, with reference to 
the apparatus shown in FIGS. 1-5. The construction 
and operation of the suction pick-up manifold 15b is thus 
substantially the same as the construction and operation 
of the suction pick-up manifold 18; 

Hingedly mounted adjacent the side of the suction 
pick-up manifold 18b nearest the lint inlet 14b is a battle 
member 27b and hingedly supported adjacent the other 
side of the suction pick~up manifold 18*’, On'the side 
thereof adjacent the do?ing rollers 16”, is a baffle mem 
ber 2811. The baf?e member's‘ 27b and 28b are constructed 
andrarranged in substantially the same manner as the 
baf?e members 27 and 28 shown in FIGS. 1-4. Accord 
ingly, when the ba?ie members 27'’ and 28b are in’ the 
position shown in FIG. 6, they serve as-a suction pick~up 
nozzle for introducing lint into the suction pick-up mani 
fold 18b. The ba?‘le members 27'0 and 28'’ are also se 
cured non-rotatably to shaft members 31 which are held 
in selected angular positions by the wing nut 37 which 
clamps the arm 32 to‘the arcuate member 33, as shown 
in FIG. 4 of the drawings. When the baf?e members 27b 
and 28b are moved upwardly against the condenser hous 
ing 12b, the lint bypasses the~suction pick-up manifold 
18b whereby it moves around’ with the condenser drum 
11b and is doffed by the dof?ng rollers 16b in the usual 
manner. 

With the baffle members 27b and 28b in the position 
shown in FIG‘. 6, the lint is removed from the housing 
12b by the suction pick-up manifold 18b whereby it is 
transferred in a loose condition by the conduit 1911 to the 
auxiliary condenser 21. After passing through the lint 
cleaner 22, the lint may pass through the conduit 23 to 
the condenser 24, as- shown in‘ FIG. 1. 
While I have claimed the condenser housing‘ as being 

spaced from and incasing a portion of the‘ condenser 
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drum, it'will be understood that this language is intended 
to cover a‘ condenser housing which-not only incases a 
portion of the condenser drum but also a condenser hous 
ing‘ which encases the entire condenser drum, as shown 
in FIGS. 5 and 6. a 
From the foregoing, it will be seen that I have devised 

an- improved process and apparatus for removing lint 
cotton from a condenser whereby the lint is continuously 
removed in a-unifo‘rm manner to 'an auxiliary condenser 
Where the hut cotton is then presented to a. lint cleaner 
in a uniform bat. By providing the uniform bat in the 
lint cleaner, the cotton is thoroughly cleaned in an effi 
cient‘ manner and there is no choking of the feed mech 
anism therefor. 
While I have shown my invention in several forms, it 

will be obvious to' those skilled in the art that it is not so 
- limited, but is susceptible of various other changes and 
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modi?cations without departing from the spirit thereof, ' 
and I. desire, therefore‘, that only such limitations shall 
be placed thereupon as are speci?cally set forth in the 
appended claims. 
What I claim is: 
1‘. A process for transferring lint from a battery con‘ 

denser, having ‘a condenser drum and a housing spaced 
from and incasing a portion of the drum together with 
perforations in said drum for the withdrawal of air from 
thelcondenser drum, to a lint cleaner having a condenser 
mounted thereon which comprises the steps of, introduc 
ing lint continuously into said housing, withdrawing air 
continuously from the condenser drum of the battery 
condenser, transferring air continuously from said hous 
ing to the condenser of the lint cleaner, said air being 
withdrawn from said housing at a location which is out 
Wardly of said drum and spaced angularly in the direc 
tion of rotation of said drum from the point of introduc 
tion of lint into the housing and at a rate to create a 
negative pressure diiferentialat said location relative to the 
inside of said housing, whereby loose lint is removed 
continuously from said battery condenser and transferred 
to the condenser of the lint cleaner, and returning the lint 
to the condenser housing intermediate the location the 
lint is removed therefrom and the discharge section of 
the condenser housing. 

2. A process for removing lint in ‘a loose, uniform 
conditionrfromthe housing of a condenser having a ro 
tatable condenser drum and a housing spaced outwardly 
from and incasing a portion of the drum together with 
perforations in said drum for the withdrawal of air from 
the condenser drum‘which comprises the steps of, with 
drawing air continuously from said condenser drum, in 
troducing a’ stream of lint continuously into said housing 
between said housing and said condenser drum whereby a 
loose uniform stream of lint is formed therebetween, and 
continuously withdrawing air outwardly from‘ said hous 
ing at a location above said loose uniform stream of lint 
and spaced angularly in the direction of rotation of said 
drum from the point of introduction of said stream of 
lint. into said housing. and at a rate to create a negative 
pressure differential outwardly of said housing at said 
location relative to the inside of said housing whereby 
said stream of lint passes in a loose uniform condition 
through said housing to saidlocation and is then removed 
continuously from said. housing at said location. 

3. Av process for removing lint in a loose, uniform con 
dition from a condenser as de?ned in claim 2 in which 
the negative pressure differential outwardly of said loca 
tion relative to the'inside of the housing is approximately 
2 inches negative pressure on the water gauge. 

4. A process for removing lint in a loose, uniform 
condition from a condenser as de?ned in claim 2 in which 
the condenser drum rotates in a direction for the loose 
lint to be removed from the housing adjacent the down 
going side of said drum and the location at which the 
lint is- removed from the housing is positioned above and 
in spaced relation to the condenser‘ drum an angular dis‘ 
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tance of from approximately 45° to 135° from the hori 
zontal as viewed from the direction of rotation of the 
condenser drum. 

5. In a process for transferring lint in a loose, uni 
form condition from the housing of a battery condenser 
to a lint cleaner having a condenser mounted thereon, 
said battery condenser having a rotatable condenser drum 
and a housing spaced outwardly from and incasing a 
portion of the drum together with perforations in said 
drum for the withdrawal of air from the condenser drum, 
the steps which comprise withdrawing air continuously 
from said condenser drum, introducing a stream of lint 
continuously into said housing between said housing and 
said condenser drum whereby a loose uniform stream of 
lint is formed therebetween, and continuously withdraw 
ing air outwardly from said housing at ‘a location above 
said loose uniform stream of lint and spaced angularly 
in the direction of rotation of said drum from the point 
of introduction of said stream of lint into said housing 
and at a rate to create a negative pressure differential out 
wardly of said housing at said location relative to the 
inside of said housing whereby said stream of lint passes 
in a loose uniform condition through said housing to 
said location and is then removed continuously from 
said housing at said location and transferred to the con 
denser of the lint cleaner. 

6. In apparatus for removing lint in a loose, uniform 
condition from the housing of a condenser having a ro 
tatable condenser drum and a condenser housing spaced 
outwardly from and incasing a portion of said condenser 
drum together with perforations in said drum for the 
withdrawal of air from the condenser drum, means to 
introduce lint continuously into said outwardly spaced 
condenser housing between said housing and said con 
denser drum whereby a loose, uniform stream of lint is 
formed therebetween, a suction pick-up manifold commu 
nicating with the outwardly spaced condenser housing out 
wardly of said drum at a location above said loose, uni 
form stream of lint and spaced angularly in the direc 
tion of rotation of said drum from the point of intro 
duction of lint into said condenser housing, and means 
maintaining a negative pressure differential outwardly of 
said housing ‘and within said suction pick-up manifold 
elative to the inside of said housing whereby the lint 

in a loose uniform condition is removed continuously 
through said suction pick-up manifold. 

7. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 6 in which the 
condenser drum rotates in a direction for lint to be re 
moved from the outwardly spaced condenser housing ad 
jacent the down-going side of said condenser drum and 
the suction pick-up manifold communicates with said 
outwardly spaced condenser housing at a location above 
the drum and at an angular distance of from approxi 
mately 45° to 135° from the horizontal as viewed from 
the direction of rotation of the condenser drum. 

8. In apparatus as defined in claim 7 in which the nega 
tive pressure differential within the suction pick-up mani 
fold relative to the inside of the outwardly spaced con 
denser housing is approximately 2 inches negative pres 
sure on the water gauge. 

9. In apparatus for removing lint from a condenser 
having a condenser drum and a housing spaced from 
and incasing a portion of said drum together with per 
forations in said drum for the withdrawal of air from the 
condenser drum, a suction pick-up manifold communi 
cating with the condenser housing at a location which 
is spaced angularly in the direction of rotation of said 
drum from the point of introduction of lint into the 
housing in position to remove loose lint from the con 
denser housing, a ?rst ba?le member hingedly supported 
adjacent the side of said suction pick-up manifold which 
is nearest the lint inlet for said condenser, said ?rst 
baffle member being spaced from said drum to permit 
lint to pass between said ?rst ba?fle member and said 
drum, a second ba?le member hingedly supported adja 
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8 
cent the‘ other side of said suction pick-up manifold and 
disposed to engage said drum, means to adjust the posi 
tion of the ba?ie members whereby they are selectively 
moved toward and away from said drum, means main 
taining a negative pressure differential within said suction 
pick—up manifold relative to the inside of the condenser 
housing whereby the loose lint is removed continuously 
through said suction pick-up manifold. 

10. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 9 in which a re 
silient ?ashing strip is mounted adjacent the free end of 
the second baffle member in position to seal against the 
drum when the second ba?le member is moved inwardly 
toward the drum. 

11. In apparatus for removing lint from a condenser 
having a condenser drum which rotates in a direction 
for lint to be removed therefrom adjacent the down 
going side, dof?ng rollers, a housing spaced from and in 
casing a portion of said drum and there being perfora 
tions in said drum for the withdrawal of air from the 
condenser drum, a suction pick-up manifold communi 
cating with the condenser housing above the upper por 
tion of the condenser drum in position to remove loose 
lint therefrom, a ?rst baf?e member hingedly supported 
adjacent the side of said suction pick-up manifold which 
is nearest the lint inlet for said condenser, said ?rst battle 
member being spaced from said drum to permit lint to 
pass between said ?rst ba?le member and said drum, a 
second baf?e member hingedly supported adjacent the side 
of said suction pick-up manifold which is nearest the 
dotting rolls, said second baffle member being constructed 
and arranged to engage said drum when moved toward 
said drum to de?ne with said ?rst ba?le member a suction 
pick-up nozzle for said manifold, said second baffle mem 
ber being disposed to define a lint passageway between 
said second baflle member and said drum when said sec 
ond ba?le member is moved away from said drum, means 
maintaining a negative pressure differential within said 
suction pick-up manifold relative to the inside of the 
condenser housing while said second ba?le member is in 
engagement with said drum whereby the loose lint is 
removed continuously through said suction pick-up mani 
fold, means for moving said second baf?e selectively 
toward and away from said drum, and means deenergiz 
ing said means maintaining said negative pressure differ 
ential upon movement of said second baffle member away 
from said drum, whereby the lint bypasses the pick-up 
manifold. 

12. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 11 in which means 
is provided for moving both of the baffle members away 
from the drum when the means maintaining said nega 
tive pressure differential is deenergized, whereby the lint 
bypasses the pick-up manifold. 

13. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 11 in which the 
suction pick-up manifold is located above the condenser 
drum an angular distance of from approximately 75° 
to 135° from the do?ing rollers. 

14. In apparatus for transferring lint in a loose, uni 
form condition from the housing of a battery condenser 
to a lint cleaner having a condenser mounted thereon, 
said battery condenser having a condenser drum and a 
housing spaced outwardly from and incasing a portion of 
the drum together with perforations in said drum for 
the withdrawal of air from the condenser drum, the im 
provement which comprises, means to introduce lint con 
tinuously into said outwardly spaced condenser housing 
between said housing and said condenser drum whereby 
a loose, uniform stream of lint is formed therebetween, 
a suction pick-up manifold communicating with the out 
wardly spaced condenser housing outwardly of said drum 
at a location above said loose uniform stream of lint and 
spaced angularly in the direction of rotation of said 
drum from the point of introduction of lint into said 
condenser housing in position to remove lint from the 
condenser housing, a conduit communicating said pick 
up manifold with the condenser of said lint cleaner, and 
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means maintaining a negative pressure differential out 
wardly of said housing and within said suction pick-up 
manifold relative to the inside of said housing whereby 
the lint in a loose, uniform condition is removed con 
tinuously through said suction pick-up manifold and trans 
ferred through said conduit to the condenser of said lint 
cleaner. 

15. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 14 in which the 
condenser drum rotates in a direction for lint to be 
removed through the suction pick~up manifold adjacent 
the down-going side of said drum and the suction pick 
up manifold is located above and in spaced relation to the 
condenser drum an angular distance of from approxi 
mately 45° to 135° from the horizontal as viewed from 
the direction of rotation of the condenser drum. 

16. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 14 in which the 
negative pressure diiferential is created by ‘a fan posi 
tioned in the discharge end of the condenser for the lint 
cleaner. 

17. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 14 in which ap 
proximately 4,000 cubic feet of air per minute is re 
moved from the condenser housing of the battery con 
denser through the suction pick-up manifold. 

18. In apparatus as de?ned in claim 14 in which the 
discharge section of the lint cleaner is in communication 
with an auxiliary condenser. 

19. The combination with a battery condenser embody 
ing an inlet section, a discharge section, a condenser 
drum and a housing spaced from and incasing a portion 
of the drum, there being perforations in said drum for 
the withdrawal of air from the condenser drum, of a suc 
tion pick-up manifold communicating with the battery 
condenser housing at a location which is spaced angu 
larly in the direction of rotation of said drum from the 
point of introduction of lint into the housing in posi 
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10 
tion to remove lint from the housing, means maintaining 
a negative pressure diiferential within said suction pick 
up manifold relative .to the inside of the battery con 
denser housing, a lint cleaner having an inlet and an out 
let with a condenser in communication with the inlet 
thereof, a conduit communicating said pick-up manifold 
with the condenser of the lint cleaner, a second conduit 
communicating the outlet of the lint cleaner with said 
battery condenser housing intermediate the pick-up mani 
fold and said discharge section thereof whereby the 
cleaned cotton is returned to said battery condenser hous 
ing between the pick-up manifold and the discharge sec~ 
tion of the battery condenser. 

20. In apparatus for removing a loose, uniform hat of 
lint from the housing of a condenser of the type having 
a condenser housing spaced outwardly from and incasing 
a portion of a condenser drum which rotates in a direc 
tion for lint to be removed therefrom adjacent the up 
going side thereof, together with perforations in said 
drum for the withdrawal of air from the condenser drum, 
a suction pick-up manifold communicating with the out 
wardly spaced condenser housing outwardly of the lower 
up-going side of the condenser drum in position to remove 
loose lint from said outwardly spaced condenser housing, 
and means maintaining a negative pressure differential 
within said suction pick-up manifold relative to the inside 
of the outwardly spaced condenser housing whereby the 
loose lint is removed continuously through said suction 
pick-up manifold. 
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